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A NOTE ON COWAN'S PROCESS OF SPACE DIVISION

J. MECKE,* University oflena

Abstract

Relations of a Markov chain describing the repeated splitting of polygons
to processes known from queueing theory are pointed out.

R. Cowan presents an interesting interated random division procedure for polygons in his
letter on pp. 233-234, which is related to the paper of Cowan and Morris (1988). His last
model leads to a sequence of random polygons Po:::) Pt :::) P2 :::) • • • the number of sides of
which are denoted by X o, Xt, X 2 , ••• respectively. The random variables Yn = X n - 3
(n = 0, 1,2, ... ) form a homogeneous Markov chain with state space {O,1,2, ...) and
transition probabilities pr(Yn + 1 = s I Yn = r) = 1/(r + 2) if 0 ~ s ~ r + 1, 0 otherwise. The
Poisson distribution with mean 1 is an equilibrium distribution for the Markov chain
~, 1';, 1';, .... This fact is derived by direct computation.

The aim of this letter is to represent the process Yo, 1';, 1';, ... as an imbedded Markov
chain with respect to a special birth and death process, for which it is well known that the
Poisson distribution with mean 1 is an equilibrium distribution.

There is an analogue of the Cowan-Morris result in queueing theory. Let Z(t) be the
number of customers at time t in a service system with an infinite number of servers, Poisson
input of intensity A, exponentially distributed service times with mean 1/ A and assumptions of
maximal independence (an M / M /00 system). Then the equilibrium distribution for the Z
process is the Poisson distribution with mean 1, cf. for example the Erlang formulas for
service systems in Khinchin (1960). Now let Ti, 7;, ... be the instants where customers
arrive. Then the sequence Z, = Z(Tt - 0), Z2 = Z(7; - 0), ... forms a homogeneous Markov
chain, which has clearly the same equilibrium distribution as the process Z(t). It can be
shown that the transition probabilities of the Markov chains Z l s Z2' . .. and ~, 1';, ...
coincide.

The mathematical essence of this model is the following. We consider a homogeneous birth
and death process Z(t) on the time half-axis [0,00) with state space {O,1,2, .. '}, constant
birth rate An = A> 0 and death rate u; = nA; n = 0, 1, .. '. If Ti, 7;, ... are the instants
where birth occurs, then the sequence of random variables Zt = Z(Tt - 0), Z2 = Z(7;-
0), ... forms a homogeneous Markov chain with the same transition probabilities as the chain
1';, 1';, ....

Having this in mind, we may think of the polygon splitting process as generated by a birth
and death process in the following way. Consider the process Co, C t , C2 , ••• of corners of the
polygons Po:::) P, :::) P2 :::) •• '. Suppose P; has C; corners, numbered counterclockwise from a
random reference corner as 1,2, ... ,Cn • The polygon Pn + 1 may be viewed as the result of
choosing a point on side C;~ 1, and cutting from there to a point on side k~ k + 1, where k
is chosen at random from {I, 2, ... , C; - I}, and taking Pn + t as the polygon containing the
corner 1. Then Pn + t has k + 2 corners. The stochastic behaviour of the C process is just as if
the surplus corners C - 3 each died at rate A and new corners are introduced at rate A, with
this process being sampled at instants of introduction of new corners.
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